Build with Confidence
Access a National Supply Chain of
pre-approved contractors, using the
UK’s leading procurement platform
for Construction

Clients can quickly access a National database of pre-approved contractors for
their construction & development projects, streamline internal processes and
reduce their capital budgets with ConstructDPS
National Supply Chain

Source and engage from our National database of compliant contractors, covering a wide range of trades
and services. Contractors join the scheme for FREE, can showcase their business and demonstrate
compliance by completing their online profile.

Drive Governance: (oversight)

Gain oversight and transparency across Frameworks, projects, procurements, and supply chain. Deploy
OJEU compliant processes across your teams and gain intelligence over all your construction and
development activities.

Deliver Efficiencies

Our platform has in-built flexible processes that will deliver efficiencies across your teams. Share
projects, view contractor profiles, run EOI’s and mini competitions and perform awards all in one
simple to use application.

Cashable Savings

The scheme has been designed to ‘unlock’ significant levels of cash for Clients. Unlike many other
frameworks, there are no fees (of any type) at any time for suppliers. Instead, the client benefits by
receiving the true construction costs (which have not been inflated to cover 3rd party fees).
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Strong Value Case

The scheme has been designed to ‘unlock’ significant levels of cash for Clients. Unlike many other
frameworks, there are no fees (of any type) at any time for suppliers. Instead, the client benefits by
receiving the true construction costs (which have not been inflated to cover 3rd party fees).

Collaborate across

Collaborate with likeminded clients, contractors, and your internal teams to help build the UK’s
strongest and most diverse Supply Chain, delivering better and fairer outcomes for all involved.

Easy to use online portal

Our cloud-based platform is easy to use, has unlimited access for your teams, requires minimal
training and is easy to implement across your organisation.

0800 197 69 58 | constructdps.co.uk

“The ConstructDPS has streamlined our procurement processes making it simpler
for both Sanctuary teams and contractors. Our aim is to have 2000 approved
contractors on the DPS by March 2021 to help us in our new build plan.”

